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Unstable diffusive mass transfer in a three-component gaseous mixture under nonisothermal conditions is 

investtgated experimentally. Using linear analysis of the mixture for stability, the critical Rayleigh numbers 

are determined. 

Introduct ion.  The  s tudy  of mass  t ransfer  in some mult icomponent  gaseous mixtures  under  i sothermal  

condit ions has shown that a difference in the diffusion powers of the components  leads to s trat i f icat ion of the 

gaseous mixture  in dens i ty  with the subsequent  appearance  of powerful convective flows in the gravity field that  

exceed by an o rde r  of magni tude  or  more the molecular  t ransfer  proper  [1 ]. The  superposi t ion of hyd rodyna mi c  

flows that  a re  due to the action of Archimedes  forces on molecular  t ransfer  makes the diffusion process uns table  

[1, 2 ]. In [ 1-4 ], pa ramete r s  (the concentrat ion,  pressure,  tempera ture ,  viscosity of the mixture,  d imensions  of the 

diffusion channel)  a re  given for which the t rans i t ion  from a s table  s ta te  (the descr ipt ion is given within the 

framework of Fick 's  laws) to an unstable  state is possible. Clear ly,  the process will be great ly  complicated if it 

occurs in a nonuniform tempera ture  field. This  can be judged by ana lyz ing  investigations devoted to the s tudy of 

b inary  diffusion of gases under  nonisothermal  condit ions (as a rule the aim was to de te rmine  the tempera ture  

dependence  of diffusion character is t ics)  [5-7]  as well as mult icomponent  unstable  mass t ransfer  [4, 8]  in which 

the s tabi l iz ing action of tempera ture ,  including that in heat ing from above, was shown. In the case of the opposi te  

direction of a tempera ture  gradient ,  the in tensi ty  of the overall unstable  mass t ransfer  is affected by two opposi te ly  

acting factors: on the one hand,  the increase in tempera ture  leads to enhancement  of the diffusion powers of the 

components ,  thus "washing out" the s trat i f ied gaseous regions and stabi l izing the transfer;  on the other,  the dens i ty  

of the diffusing component  decreases ,  which leads to hydrodynamic  d is turbances  and is a destabi l iz ing factor. 

In the present  investigation,  an a t tempt  was made to show the picture of mult icomponent  diffusion when 

heating was performed at the site of the gas lying below and to assess  the action of the aforement ioned factors on 

mass transfer .  

Exper imenta l  Invest igat ions.  For the exper iment ,  we took a b inary  mixture of hydrogen  and nitrous oxide  

with a component  concentrat ion (molar  fractions) of 0.4505H 2 + 0 .5495N20 that diffused into pure argon. 

The  exper iments  were carr ied out on an instal lat ion with a two-flask diffusion appara tus  [8, 9]  with the 

following geometric  parameters :  volumes of the upper and lower flasks Vuo = Vto w = 62.0 +- 0.6 cm3; channel  length 

and d iamete r  6.3 _+ 0.05 and  0.400 _ 0.001 cm, respectively. The tempera ture  of the upper  flask was main ta ined  

at 293.0 _ 0.3, and  that of the lower flask at 363.0 +_ 1 K. The  pressure  in the exper iments  was 1.96 MPa. The  

initial composit ion of the b inary  mixture  was de te rmined  on an ITR-1 in ter ferometer  with a total er ror  of no more 

than 0.1 ~'g, and  af ter  diffusion,  that of the three-component  mixture  was de te rmined  on a KhROM-4 chromatograph  

with a total er ror  of 0 .3%.  Each exper iment  under  these condit ions was carr ied out several  times and the resul tant  

values of the concentra t ions  were de te rmined  as the ar i thmetic  mean of the result.  

Since the densi ty  of the b inary  mixture  is lower than the dens i ty  of the pure gas it was placed in the upper  

flask, and the argon in the lower one. The  initial gases,  their  concentrat ions ,  and the pressure  were selected so 

that in i sothermal  diffusion (T = 293 K) an unstable  low-intensi ty diffusion process is observed in the system.  This  
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Fig. 1. Hydrogen ,  n i t rous  oxide  (upper  f lask) ,  and  argon ( lower f lask) 

concentrat ions in diffusion in the system of 0.4505H 2 + 0.5495N20 and Ar 

versus dura t ion  of the exper iment .  The  points a re  exper imenta l  da ta  for 

unstable  nonisothermal  (a) and isothermal (T = 293 K) (b) processes for 

a rgon ,  n i t rous  ox ide ,  a n d  h y d r o g e n ,  respec t ive ly ;  c) a p p r o x i m a t i o n  of 

exper imen ta l  da ta  by polynomials ;  the remain ing  lines are  a ca lcula t ion 

according to [10] under  the assumption of s table diffusion (d) for the initial 

and  (e) for 8-h (1), 10- (2) d i s t r ibu t ions  of component  concen t ra t ions ,  

respectively, ci, molar fraction; r, h. 

enabled us to observe its influence on mass transfer  without imposing a significant t empera ture  gradient .  The 

performance of the exper iments  differed only in durat ion.  Figure 1 presents  results of measur ing the concentrat ions  

of the diffusing gases in the flasks of the appara tus  at a certain instant  and of calculat ions by the S t e f a n - M a x w e l l  

equations [10] for a nonisothermal  process at T = 328 K and three isothermal processes at T = 293, 328, and 363 

K. So as not to complicate the figure we will consider  only the change in the concentrat ion of the argon in the lower 

flask and the hydrogen and nitrous oxide in the upper flask of the appara tus  (the concentrat ions  of these gases in 

the other  flask can easily be de termined by subtract ing the data in Fig. 1 from the initial data) .  The nonisothermal  

mass t ransfer  was calculated for the ar i thmetic  mean temperature  of the hot and cold flasks of the appara tus  (T = 

328 K). The use of the ar i thmetic  mean tempera ture  in the calculations was based on results  of investigations of 

16 1 as well as on the small magnitude of the temperature  gradient .  To this we should add that special calculations 

showed that  flows caused by cross effects can be d is regarded as compared to diffusive t ransfer  and convection [5 ]. 

The  fact that the observed process under  isothermal condit ions at T = 293 K is unstable  in charac ter  was 

demons t ra ted  by two control exper iments  with a durat ion of 3 and 5 h, respectively,  whose results  were compared 

with calculations. The comparison shows that the transfer  of the components  in the case of instabi l i ty  is much 

greater  than it should be in the case of stable diffusion. This is part icular ly evident for the nitrous oxide,  whose 

transfer  in stable diffusion is virtually absent ,  since one of the special features of mult icomponent  mass t ransfer  

- a "diffusion lock" - manifests  itself for this component  [11 ]. At the same time, in unstable  diffusion, its 

concentrat ion in the lower flask increases even more than for such a mobile gas as hydrogen.  

The imposition of a temperature  gradient  on this unstable system when the lower flask of the appara tus  is 

heated to 363 K while the upper one remains  at T = 293 K will not lead to a change in gas or ientat ion in the 

exper iment  and,  hence, in the gradient  of the overall densi ty  of the mixture,  since the argon dens i ty  will exceed 

by just as much the densi ty  of the hydrogen-n i t rous  oxide mixture. 

In Fig. 1, the dots are the exper imental  values of the concentrat ion that was a t ta ined  by one or another  

component  of the mixture at a certain instant.  The  solid lines are an approximat ion of the results  of the exper iment  

using polynomials.  As is evident from the above data,  the intensi ty of the unstable process in heat ing the lower 
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flask is enhanced  compared  to isothermal  unstable  t ransfer ,  and  all the more compared to the s table  noniso thermal  

process (T = 328 K). 

It was a l r eady  shown ear l ier  that convection is most intense at the initial moment  (about 1 - 1 . 5  h), then 

decays,  and  is present  in a very weak form for a considerable  time. By a calculation s imilar  to [12 ] we made an 

attempt to reproduce  the time beginning with which a stable diffusion process is observed in the system. For  this 

purpose, we took exper imenta l  values of the concentrat ions of the components  at this instant ,  which was considered 

as "zero" (in Fig. 1 - the concentrat ions  at 8 and I0 h) and,  assuming that the diffusion is s table,  we calculated 

the change in the composit ion in the flasks of the apparatus .  It turned out that the results  of the calculation are  

very far from the exper imenta l  da ta  (see, for example,  the da ta  for the point that cor responds  to 16 h). This  

indicates the presence of convective flows in the system in addi t ion  to molecular  t ransfer .  

It can be assumed that the sys tem selected for the investigation will not reach the normal s table  diffusion 

process under  the condit ions of the exper iment .  Indeed,  turning to the concentrat ions of the components  that  were 

at tained at 16 h it turns  out that the hydrogen concentrat ion is practically equil ibrium, but then in the upper  flask 

there will be a mixture  with a predominance  of the heavy component ,  namely,  nitrous oxide,  and in the lower flask 

of argon (and what is more, heated argon) ,  which, in the gravity field, will lead to the process of normal  mixing. 

This will persist  until the concentrat ions of the gases become completely equilibrium in both flasks of the appara tus .  

We note ano ther  special feature that  accompanies unstable  mass transfer:  this is the development  of an 

oscillating regime of change in the overall concentrat ion of the components  [2 ]. A s imilar  charac te r  of the change 

in the component  concentrat ion should also be present  in our system but s tudying it in g rea te r  detai l  seems diffult 

and calls for special investigations.  

L inear  Analys is  for  Stabil i ty.  The  s tate  of an ideal three-component  gaseous mixture  in a nonuniform 

temperature  field without al lowance for barodiffusion is descr ibed by the hyd rodynamic  approximat ion in the 

following manner  [3, 13 ]: 

w 1 OU 4- (UV) U = - - - - V p  + vV2U + g 7  , 
Ot P 

OC i 
div (pu) = 0 ~ -  + (uV) c i = div Ji, 

2 

Ji = -p- mimjDi/Vcj 
:=1 

(l) 

OT 
- - +  (uV) T =  d i v q  q = - A=VT 
o~t , , 

where u is the rate  of convection; p is the pressure;  p and v are the densi ty  and kinematic  viscosity of the mixture;  

c i and rn i are  the concentrat ion and mass of the molecule of the i-th component;  T is the temperature ;  Dq, D f ,  and 

Aoo are  the diffusion, thermal  diffusion, and thermal conductivity coefficients for the mixture  in the s teady  state;  

y is the unit vector pointing vertically upward.  

We simplify the problem. We consider  a horizontal  layer  that is bounded by two paral lel  plates, the dis tance 

between which is d (the z axis points upward and is perpendicular  to the plane de te rmined  by x and y). We d is regard  

cross effects ( thermal  diffusion and diffusive heat  conduction).  Let us use l inear ana lys is  for s tabi l i ty  [13, 14 ] that 

proposes represent ing  (1) in the Boussinesq approximat ion for d i s turbed  quantit ies.  Making (1) d imensionless  by 

means of the scales of length d, time d 2 / D ~ l ,  velocity D ~ l / d ,  gradients  of concentrat ion 6 c i / d  and tempera ture  

,3T/d ,  and pressure  p o v D l l / d  and using the current  function tp for the d is turbance  of the rate,  we obtain the 

equations for critical motions: 

~c I V2 q OVa Oc 2 B V 2 q  ~ '  
Ot - AV2c22 = - O.--~ ' Ot - r22V2c2 = - ~ x '  
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aT oNp (2) 
0t Le lV2T  = -  0--;' 

I 1 O ) Oc 1 Oc 2 OT 
Pr  I Ot V2 v2~t' = RI ~ + r22R2 ~ + LelR ~ '  

3 * * 
where R = gCkSTd3/va and R i = gflc~Ci d /vDii are the thermal and concentration Rayleigh numbers ;  Pri -- v/Di i  is 

the diffusion Prandtl  number;  Le i = a/Dii  is the Lewis number;  rq = Dq/Dii characterizes the ratio between the 

diffusion coefficients, A = ro6cy/6c i, B = r ij3ci/c~cj. 
At the boundaries  of the layer, the conditions 

OT OTm OT Oc 1 Oc 2 
U = 0 , T = Trn , A on~-- = Am On On On 0 (3) On 

are satisfied for the velocity, temperature,  and concentration of the components. 

We will seek the solution of (2) with account for (3) in the form 

~' = ~0 sin (~/x) sin (nnz) sin (nmy) exp [ -  2 t l ,  

f  {oo} c I c 2, T c I , c 2, T O , = cos (~lx) sin (:~nz) sin (nmy) exp [ -  2t l ,  (4) 

where l, m, and n are the dis turbance modes; 2 is the dis turbance decrement. Subst i tut ing (4) into (2) and 

eliminating successively the amplitude values from the current function, component concentrat ion,  and temperature, 

we obtain a fourth-degree equation for the disturbance decrement ~. in the form (see [5, 13 ] for more details) 

K i 4 -'t- L 2 3 + Mt 2 + N)t + S = O, (5) 

where K, L, M, N, and S depend in a complicated manner  on the similarity numbers ,  rahos between the diffusion 

coefficients, and disturbance modes. 

Let us consider the general analysis for monotonic disturbances for which the decrements are material and 

the stability bound (for ~. = 0) is determined by the relation (see [13, 15] for more details): 

k 6 2 - ( A - r 2 2  )R 1-(13-  l ) h 2 R 2  +R k 2 2 ( 1 2 + n  +rn 2) (~,)2 , = �9 
(6) 

Limiting cases (6) presuppose two forms of instability for monotonic disturbances that are due to thermal 

and concent ra t ion  mechanisms.  In the case R = 0 (an isothermal mixture) the equi l ibr ium crisis is due to 

concentration convection (see [ 1, 2, 4 ]), and instability is possible in the case 

k 6 
( , 4 -  r22 ) R l + ( B -  I ) r 2 2 R  2 > (zU) 2 . (7) 

We note that depending on the orientation of the mixture components relative to the diffusion channel  the 

sign of the Rayleigh numbers  should be allowed for in (6) and (7). 

If R l = R 2 = 0, then in a homogeneous mixture the critical thermal Rayleigh number  is determined by the 
relation 

k 6 
R -  ( 8  

( . ~ / ) 2  �9 
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Fig. 2. Isolines of constant values of the critical Rl number in the plane (R, 

R 2) for the system of 0.4505 H 2 (3) + 0.5495N20 (1) and Ar (2) for P = 0.1 

MPa. The f igures in the parentheses  denote  the number ing  of the 

components. 

In the problem under consideration, what is investigated is a diffusion-unstable system whose determining 

factor is the competition of concentration gradients against a background of temperature nonuniformity. Therefore, 

prescribing R values in (6), we can obtain isolines that characterize the overall mass transfer (see Fig. 2) for the 

investigated system of 0.4505H 2 + 0.5495N20 and At. From the results of the calculation it is evident that, in 

heating from below, there is a decrease in the critical concentration Rayleigh numbers. This indicates greater 

destabilization of the process as compared to the isothermal case, which is in qualitative agreement with experiment. 

In summary, we note that allowance for thermal diffusion and diffusive heat conduction, according to [13 1, does 

not alter substantially the obtained results for the critical Rayleigh numbers. 

Thus, if unstable diffusion is observed in an isothermal three-component system, for nonisothermal 

conditions (when the gas is heated in the lower part of the diffusion apparatus) the transfer of components will be 

greater and the intensity of the process increases as the temperature gradient increases. 

N O T A T I O N  

T, average temperature, g, free-fall acceleration; ji, density of the diffusion flow of the i-th component; q, 

heat flux density; 6T, temperature difference; 6c i, concentration difference for the t-th component; P0, average 

density; fl, tic, thermal expansion coefficient and its concentration analog; a, thermal diffusivity coefficient for the 

mixture; D~j, diffusion matrix coefficients; n, normal, disturbance mode. 
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